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一 、文意字彙 (20 題，每題 3分，共 60 分) 

 
( B ) 1. Keep away from that dog.  It is __________ and often bites people. 

(A) impolite   (B) fierce   (C) irritating   (D) imitative 
( A ) 2. I live in the country as I prefer a _____ life. 

(A) rural    (B) brutal   (C) touring      (D) city 
( D ) 3. Alaska is at the western ________ of North America. 

(A) width   (B) length   (C) extension   (D) extremity 
( C ) 4. This movie is for __________.  There is too much violence for you young kids. 

(A) freedom   (B) tulips   (C) adults   (D) princesses 
( C ) 5. I am of ________ weight and height. 

(A) common   (B) ordinary   (C) average   (D) medium 

( B ) 6. The situation was so urgent that _______ action was needed. 
(A) consistent     (B) immediate     (C) repetitive    (D) popular 

( C ) 7. Eating and drinking are _______ on the MRT.  Passengers are not allowed to eat and drink. 
(A) frustrated   (B) permitted    (C) prohibited    (D) modified 

( A ) 8. I couldn't get a ride with anyone, so I came by bus _______. 
(A) instead   (B) across   (C) else   (D) though 

( D ) 9. Like other customs, wedding traditions _______ a great deal around the world. 
(A) catch     (B) speak   (C) marry   (D) vary 

( D ) 10. It sometimes happens that we have enough _______ for those in need but can do little for them. 
(A) average     (B) instance     (C) balance    (D) sympathy 

( C ) 11. The meat is nothing special, but the sauce on it has a wonderful _______. 
(A) strain  (B) ulcer  (C) flavor  (D) counselor 

( A ) 12. It has been raining ________ for three days, and there is no sign that it will let up. 
(A) continually   (B) accurately    (C) individually    (D) sincerely 

( A ) 13. Nothing could describe the terrible _______ he felt after the death of his wife. 
(A) despair   (B) essay   (C) vigor   (D) appetite 

( A ) 14. The five-year-old boy's excellent swimming skills were very _______.           
(A) impressive   (B) able   (C) gray   (D) objective 

( C ) 15. When the naughty children fell asleep, we finally had a(n) _______ night. 
(A) distant   (B) elderly   (C) peaceful   (D) horrible 

( D ) 16. If you don't know the _____ of a new word, you can always look it up in the dictionary. 
(A) exaggeration    (B) interaction    (C) competition    (D) definition 

( D ) 17. The students were ________ about the TV program during the break in the classroom. 
(A) tasting    (B) shooting   (C) declaring    (D) chattering 

( C ) 18. He decided to become a monk. All his _____ wealth meant nothing to him. 
(A) positive    (B) secure    (C) worldly    (D) potential 

( D ) 19. The barking dog ran away as soon as I made a _____ to throw a stone at it. 
(A) bargain    (B) project    (C) message    (D) gesture 

( B ) 20. The President expressed _______ for those killed in the accident. 
(A) harmony   (B) sympathy   (C) optimism   (D) fulfillment 
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二、 綜合測驗 (20 題，每題 2分，共 40 分) 

 
( B ) 1. I got lost and I had difficulty ______ my friend’s house.  

(A) found        (B) finding          (C) to find         (D) finds 
( D ) 2. Neither my brother ______ my parents are living with me.  

(A) or        (B) and         (C) not        (D) nor 
( C ) 3. ______ the heavy rain, we just stayed home yesterday. 

(A) Because        (B) Even if         (C) Because of       (D) If only 
( A ) 4. Peter did not study hard.  ______ , he failed the test. 

(A) Consequently       (B) However       (C) Yet       (D) Only 
( D ) 5. ______ finishing his project, he went to bed.  

(A) Owing to  (B) Be   (C) Afterwards    (D) After 
( A ) 6. ______ Maria came to Taiwan last year, she has made a lot of good friends.  

(A) Since    (B) So   (C) Whether  (D) Wherever 
( B ) 7. George and Al are twins.  George is tall, ______ Al is short.   

(A) whereby  (B) whereas  (C) who  (D) what 
( C ) 8. ______ David is saying is not easy to understand.  

(A) It is     (B) If    (C) What  (D) How 
( B ) 9. ______ is it to Taipei from Kaohsiung? 

(A) How often (B) How far   (C) How soon   (D) How long 
( C ) 10. I have two books.  ______ one do you expect to read? 

(A) What   (B) Where   (C) Which   (D) That 
( A ) 11. You like shopping, ______? 

(A) don’t you (B) are you  (C) do you   (D) too 
( D ) 12. Steven always goes to bed late.  ______ does he go to school on time. 

(A) Only    (B) When   (C) Which   (D) Hardly 
( A ) 13. Jack ______ go camping when he was young.  

(A) used to            (B) is used to             (C) is used            (D) was used for 
( C ) 14. Randy had his leg ______ in a football game.  

(A) break  (B) breaking  (C) broken  (D) to break 
( B ) 15. If I ______ my lesson last weekend, I would have passed the exam.  

(A) was reviewing        (B) had reviewed        (C) was reviewed       (D) had been reviewed 

( D ) 16. Are you going to ______ some shopping with us this afternoon? 
(A) go     (B) get  (C) play   (D) do 

( B ) 17. The salesperson constantly persuades me ______ buy this house. 
(A) and     (B) to  (C) not  (D) but 

( D) 18. I am looking forward to ______ to Thailand for a vacation.  
(A) go    (B) have gone  (C) went   (D) going 

( C ) 19. ______ should always show respect to older generation.   
(A) Young person (B) In youth (C) The young   (D) Being young 

( B ) 20. The coffee shop opens ______ 9:00 to 22:00 every day.  
(A) both…and  (B) from…to  (C) too…to  (D) either…or 
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